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Jaci Clark, BG women's head basketball coach,
takes position at University of Dayton.

Disney's "Mulan" is too much 'girl
power'
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Student housing
sufficient, even
with upcoming
enrollment uptick

Katzner returns to teaching after
decade of administrative work

□ Louis Katzner returns
to teaching philosophy
after being honored by
the Board of Trustees
for years of service.
By RICHARD EDWARDS
The BG News

A University administrator has
been honored by the Board of
Trustees for returning to teaching
after a long stay at a senior-level
position.
Louis Katzner, University professor, is enthusiastic about
returning to teach the discipline of
philosophy. He has served as vice

provost of research and dean of the
graduate college for over a decade
but will be leaving that position
today.
"I'm looking forward to Interacting In a different way with students." he said.
Katzner has taught several
entry level courses over the years,
but he is hoping devote more of his
time to the discipline, he said.
"What I'm most looking forward
to is having more flexibility with
my time." Katzner said.
According to Katzner. the
administrative position Is based on
a ridged schedule that has taken
him away from keeping up with
philosophy.
Katzner announced his plans to
return to teaching last year, but
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Faculty

has stayed on as dean and vice
provost. He was appointed dean in
1987. As a result of his commitment to his positions, the University Board of Trustees honored him
with the rank of Trustee Professor.
Katzner enjoyed his positions,
especially working with people
across the University.
"I can count the number of days
I didn't want to come in to this
office." he said.
But after serving 13 years as an
administrator, his decision to leave
was based on several different reasons, including a consideration for
new leadership.

Katzner
"I felt it was time for a change
for both me and for the Institution." he said.
Katzner has helped to develop
new graduate programs over the
• See KATZNER, page three.
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Karen Williams. Legion Hall manager, said the event will
take place, rain or shine. She said the festival will feature
German-American food prepared by the Pernbervllle Lions
Club and, of course, beer. Admission is $5.

In Woodvllle, a kiddie parade kicks off the holiday festivities July I. In addition to that, the town will feature a craft
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"MASH", win aerve as the grand marshal!. Fireworks will
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it to go.
•The city oj Bowling Green
sponsoring its' annual
"fireworks show at dusk. They
will be visible from the BGSU
football field area.

Entertainment abounds in summertime BG
Q Both the University and the
Bowling Green community have
packed the summer with fun
things to do.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
Just when summer seems like it is sizzling
down, the University and the community put
the shine back into sunshine, and summer
once again begins to heat up.
The University and the community have various activities and plans for students and community members, and the months of July and
August are Jam-packed with fun in the sun.
On campus there is a variety of activities for
those who are looking for some entertainment
in the evening. Jennifer Halre. University Activities Organizations' IUAO) summer program
coordinator said UAO has the potential to
entertain anyone.
"Our activities can appeal to anybody on
campus. They can appeal to children, adults
and students. Anybody." said Halre.
UAO has a movie night every Wednesday
night at 8 p.m. in 111 Olscamp. They also
sponsor "Monday's Musicians" with free popsicles 11:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Union
Mall.
UAO also will be sponsoring a trip to Geauga
Lake Amusement Park/Sea World. The trip Is
835. which Includes transportation and admission.

Student Life
UAO will also be sponsoring a day trip to
Ann Arbor. Mich, on Jury 18. a trip to Cleveland
on July 28, and a trip to Cedar Point on August
2. There will also be an AIDS/Sex Education
speaker from David's House on July 15
addressing the University.
"We are trying to develop the community
with our summer programs. We want to be different than usual," Halre said.
Kevin O'Keefe. UAO summer program coordinator said the summer programs are trying to
target people who did not go home for the summer and Interested community members. He
said they try to plan quick and fun activities to
do after class. Anyone Interested can sign up In
330 Student Union.
The University Recreation Center will also be
offering various activities for students who need
to cool down or shape up. Krista Gostel. recreation employee said the recreation center offers
step and sunk aerobics, and wet workout. She
said she recommends any of the aerobics classes, especially the sunk aerobics, which Involves
working to upbeat music in an aquatic area.
The University Continuing Education Program Is also offering fun activities for all ages.
Some of their feature programs are horseback
riding lessons in Sanderson Stablrs in Cygnet.
Ohio. 15 miles south of Bowling Green.
There is also a black and white photography
class offered every Thursday from 6 p.m. until
8 p.m. Anyone interested can call 372-8181.
Kicking off the community activities, is the
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Heritage Green Inn assistant living community
carnival on July 11 on Klotz road. This, event
will benefit the elderly residents of the community.
Joan Gordon, executive director of the
Chamber of Commerce said there will be food,
games, and pony rides.
The city park and First Federal Bank will
also be sponsoring the Dixie Ryders on July
12. the Variety Pack on July 19 and the
Deutscheister Band on July 26 at the city park.
The city park also holds lunches in the park
every Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Food Is available from local restaurants and
local entertainment is provided. On July 10
SamB's and the Melody Masters will be at the
City Park.
Brian Kahl. city park recreation administration director, said Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation summer programs are popular
because they are well-run and reasonably
priced.
The city park also sponsors arts and crafts,
softball. lawn bowling, nature programs and
swimming lessons. Kahl said swimming is one
of the most popular activities the park offers for
young children. He said open swimming Is
available Monday through Friday 1:30 p.m.
until 5:15 p.m. On the weekends open swims
are 1 p.m. until 7 p.m.
" ^
Bowling Green is also getting prepared for
the annual Wood County Fair Aug. 4-10 and
the National Tractor Pull Aug. 21-23. Feature
events will be a Toyota Auto Thrill Show and
performers Aaron Tippin and Myla Mason will
be in concert Aug. 7.

□ Although there is a
10 percent increase in
student enrollment for
next fall, adequate oncampus housing is not
a concern.
By ANN DIERKSHEIDE
The BG News
The 10 percent increase in the
number of students attending the
University next fall is not a worry
when it concerns the availability of
bed space in the residence halls,
according to the University's
Department of Student Housing
and Residence Programs.
"As our numbers stay now, we'll
be able to accommodate the students who have applied," said Bud
Beatty. director of student housing.
The resident halls had a lot of
vacant rooms and were not used to
their full extent this past year,
Beatty said. He said the increased
number of students and Increased
number of vacancies concerned
many people about the availability
of bed space for next year.
"We'll have more students on
campus than we are used to. but
we'll be fine," Beatty said. This
hasn't been an issue for a long

Campus
time at BGSU. and we arent worried about housing the students
for next year."
Conklin and McDonald East
and North were closed for the academic year of 1997-98, because
there was no need to use them. In
the fall of 1998. Conklin will be the
only closed residence hall. The
resident halls will be very close to
fuU In the fall of 1998, Beatty said.
"We have agreed to let the psychology department use |Conklln|
while their building is being renovated." Beatty said. "We would
need to do a significant number of
renovations if we were to use Conklin."
The use of the residence hall is
not an issue to the housing department, however, because it does not
have the money to renovate Conklin and does not need it to house
students, Beatty said.
The renovations done this summer will be minor compared to
other years but there will be a lot of
minor repairs. Beatty said.
"We're doing a lot of things and
we hope students will like them
and notice them," Beatty said.
For Instance, the bathrooms in
MacDonald East were completely
• See HOUSING, page three.

Enrichment program
gives lessons in life
□ The University's PreCollege Enrichment
Program prepares high
school students for college and brings multiculturalism to the campus.
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
Increasing diversity and preparing high school students for college
is something the University hopes
to achieve through the Pre-College
Enrichment Program (PEP).
PEP was started in 1988 by Professor Jack Taylor, former director
of the Multicultural Affairs Office,
In conjunction with former University President Paul Olscamp. The
goal of the program is to expose
academically talented black and
Hispanic high school juniors and
seniors to college life academically
and socially.
The program encourages the
participants to attend the University as college students. This six
week summer program allows participants to live on campus and
attend various classes.
Today, Marcos Rivera, assistant
director of Multicultural and Academic Initiatives, oversees the PreCollege Enrichment Program.
This summer. 19 high school
students from different parts of
Ohio have come to the University
to take advantage of this program.
For six weeks, they will be taking
classes in five areas: philosophy
and culture, literature and composition, mathematics (algebra and
calculus), computer science and

integrated science.
Classes start at 8 a.m. and end
at 5 p.m. Each class is about two
hours long.
In order for a high school student to be eligible for the program
they must have a 2.5 cumulative
GPA and be a rising junior or
senior in a college preparatory
school.
Rivera said that while attending
the program the students may go
home every other weekend. However, on opposite weekends they are
required to stay on campus. He
said during this time they go on
educational field trips, which
include art museums and WNBA
games.
According to Rivera, at the conclusion of the program each participant is recognized for their individual efforts and talents. In addition, each receives admission to
the University as well as being
qualified for scholarships.
In the past five years, this program has been successful in
enrolling eight to twelve students
each year. In addition, the influence of the hired Instructors and
the program assistants plays a
crucial role in making the program
a success. Rivera said. He said
they are role models and advisors
to the students.
According to Danielle Barkley.
senior education major, she chose
to be in the program to help the
participants.
"1 wanted to make a difference
in these teens' lives through being
a role model for them." she said.
Rob Clark, graduate student
and program assistant, said the
program was beneficial to the University.
"PEP is a positive step to
increase diversity on campus."

page two
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People on the Street
What does the Fourth of July mean to you?

To me. it's a
reminder of everything that is good
about America.
graduate student,
Ray Mannlla

Celebrating our
country.
but
remembering how
we got It.
graduate student,
Mark Burnette

Being with your
friends and partylng. Just being
with people you
know.
junior,
Jennifer
McCamtey

Family, friends
and fireworks.
It's pretty simple.
senior,
Erin Hobe

Connors and McKenroe class acts
Many of todays extremely highsalaried athletes are pigs. They are
pretentious, greedy and self-centered oafs. And those are their
good qualities. But last week, I had
the honor of watching two aging
warriors, who don't fit that mold,
do battle on the tennis court —
Jimmy Connors and John McKenroe.
I'm not a big tennis fan but
watching those two brought back
fond childhood memories. It
reminded me of what life was like
before absurd salaries came into
play. While growing up in the 70s
(gasp! I'm that old?). ! used to
watch a brand of athletics that
may never be equaled. These players had charisma and talent.
Jimmy Connors. BJorn Borg.
John McKenroe. Vitas Gerulitas.
Roscoe Tanner. Peter Flemming.
Hie (Nasty) Nastase.
Those guys had balls. And 1
don't mean the fuzzy, yellow kind.
They played with passion and
reckless abandon. I'll never forget
those matches, complete with
tense
tie-breakers,
temper
tantrums and nail-biting sets.
Last week, on the Senior Tennis
Tour. Connors and McKenroe met
in the finals. I also saw Borg In the
semis, still the complete gentleman. They used to say he had ice
water in his veins because he
never got mad or argued a call. His
veins still carry that.
Connors, almost 46. was in
unbelievable shape and looked like

he was 20 years old. The only sign
of aging on 39-year-old-McKenroe
was obvious gray hair. The small
paychecks these men would
receive didn't matter one bit. They
just wanted to beat each other.
And boy did they play. They
brought not only their superior
skills but also their personalities.
Boring Pete Sampras and Andre
Agassi should take lessons from
these guys. Then again. Agassi
bagged Brooke Shields, so he's
definitely doing something right.
Connors was a master showman. He worked the crowd like
Rodney Dangerfield. making wisecracks and putting people down.
He roamed the court like a page
from the Sunday comics — you
know you will laugh at something.
He also was a master at playing
head-games. The wily veteran
knows his stuff. When he needs a
rest, he'll walk over and gab with a
pretty thing in the front row. Or.
he'll stand there intensely gazing

at his racket while straightening up once.
the strings.
When behind in points, they
I recall many times where Con- fought like the Hatfields and the
nors, when a call was disputed by McKoys. Connors was obviously
his opponent, would run to the the better player on that day and
other side of the court and erase McKenroe could have easily given
the ball mark with his foot. He in. But he didn't. When done, they
would also grab his crotch, raise shook hands and complimented
his arms to the heavens and let each other.
In a recent Interview. Connors
loose victory shrieks when important points were won. This was his respectfully said of McKenroe, "no
way of getting himself and the matter what happens, what the
score or Me situation or what Is
crowd psyched.
going on around" he "would die.
It worked.
McKenroe was another charac- kill, whatever It would take to try
ter. Who can forget that young kid and win that tennis match."
Today's spoiled athletes would
with the Afro and thick headband?
I'd watch whenever he played in never try that hard if the money
hope of witnessing one of his wasn't there. They don't have the
famous temper tantrums. He'd do desire or the drive. It's a shame
today's youth missed out on those
It every time.
Shouting at the officials. Yelling athletes.
I'm sure Connors and McKenat linesmen. Cursing out fans.
Throwing his racket. Kicking the roe will play each other until they
are no longer able to lift a racket.
scoreboard. Pouting.
I admit that was Immature and Whether it's in front of large
childish. But. I've changed my crowds or In someone's backyard,
that sort of fortitude will continue.
opinion of him.
I now admire these guys and I'll That's what Its all about, folks.
tell you why. They play the game
Jim Good is the Opinion Editor
with passion and emotion. They
never give up. It's not for the for the Summer New*. He can be
money but to be the best they can reached at
goodjim@bgnet.bgsu.edu
possibly be.
They pull out all the stops. At
one point during their match.
McKenroe logged in a 10-minute
tirade, berating the officials and
screaming that he if he loses, fine,
but he wanted to lose fair and
square. Neither player ever gave

Summer Smiles

Mary Beth Murtha

In my opinion, it's
the most signifigant because it's
how our country
started.
graduate student,
Keln O'Keefe

Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of Interest in
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Please in< lude your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If
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with the I 'niversity or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought ID on a Macintosh compatible disk are preferred. Bring die letter to Room 210 West
Hall, or e mail us at bgnewsvbgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid
Identific ation upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed if
valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is in
the proper Interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters
received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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Wal-Mart takes over Penn State
(U-WIRE) STATE COLLEGE.
Penn. — Last week, my friends
Emily. Sarah and I began planning
a summer daytrip to Hazleton to
see what we're told is the world'slargest Wal-Mart.
I got excited Just thinking about
It — there's Just so much to love
about Wal-Mart. And then a great
idea popped into my head. Working at the Collegian. I am used to
hearing people constantly complain about bad experiences
they've had with the University.
I. HIRE WAL-MART TO OPERATE THE UNIVERSITY
I'm completely serious. Think
about it, Wal-Mart Is one of the
most successful companies out
there. And we all know the University loves contracts with giant corporations, so why not take out the
Old Main clock and replace It with
one of those happy, yellow smiley
faces?
Just think about how Wal-Mart
could use Its experience and
knowledge to change Penn State
for the better.
2. SPIRIT EVERYWHERE
We need some pleasant, cheerful people to greet us and pass out
Nittany Lion stickers at the University Gates, not some members
of a marijuana cult. The positive
energy of the greeter could be

pay for It. Why not try this technology at Penn State?
Every person hired to teach
would have a recorded lecture on
file and students could simply
press a button and hear him or her
speak. This Is a great way to avoid
ending up with one of those teaching assistants who can't speak or
comprehend the English language.
4. PLENTY OF PARKING
This has to be the University's
No. 1 problem. Wal-Mart exists
Incorporated into all University only because of the customer. And
students are the customers at
Jobs.
Penn State.
Wal-Mart employees meet
At Wal-Mart, employees park at
together and do company cheers,
sing company songs and perform the distant edges of the parking
other activities to show their Wal- lots so their customers have plenty of convenient, free parking near
Mart pride. That's why there's the store. But look at the Universismiling, polite employees always
tyready to help us.
Its employees get the great
Many University employees def- parking spots right in the center of
initely need this lesson about Penn campus while the students are
State spirit and positive and polite forced to park in practically anothattitudes. Those who have ever er ZIP code. If Wal-Mart ran this
had to deal with the parking office place, the students would be parkknow exactly what I mean.
ing in Eisenhower Parking Deck
3. TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
and the employees would be the
In
Wal-Mart's
electronics ones riding the Loop In from Parkdepartment, customers can scan ing Lot 83N.
any compact disc brto amazing lit5. CONVENIENCE
tle machines that play selected
Any time of the day or night,
tracks so consumers can see If Wal-Mart Is open to fulfill our
they like the product before they shopping needs. Too bad we can't

I
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say the same about Penn State.
Study time Just starts beginning at
2 a.m. for many students, yet
many facilities such as Pattee are
not available for them. The people
at the HUB eateries got a hint and
decided to have late-night hours,
but that's Just a step — college
students require 24-hour facilities.
6. NO-HASSLE RETURNS
Enough with this 16-credlt latedrop policy. At Wal-Mart, the customer is guaranteed to always be
satisfied. It was a simple foundation on which the company was
built, and one that Penn State
should adopt. Just think about
how much money you pay the University ... am I the only one out
there who thinks he deserves a
refund for learning nothing in
EngUsh 15?

Mark Parfltt is a student at
Pennsylvania State University. He
writes for the Dally CoUegkm.
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Ghana trip tells
African way of life
□ A group of Bowling
Green students learn
about another culture
while visiting Ghana,
West Africa.
By ANN DIERKSHEIDE
The BC News
About 26 University students
and faculty traveled for 25 hours
by plane to attend their classes.
The University students. In
cooperation with the University of
Toledo, traveled to Ghana. West
Africa to learn more about the
African culture. The group left on
May 24 and returned June 13.
"This was the largest group
we've ever taken." said David Harnish. assistant professor in the college of musical arts. There were
about twice as many students who
attended this year than any other
year."
The program has been in existence since the early 1990s but
was Inconsistent throughout the
years. Harnlsh said. Each year the
trip is alternated between Ghana.
West Africa and Bali. Indonesia.
The sludents spent four hours a
day learning traditional music and
dances. In the workshops, they
learned four dances from a teacher
who was from Ghana.
They received direct experience
with a teacher." Harnlsh said. The
students get a real understanding
of how music and dance Is used in
different cultures. I think they had
a positive experience."
Music is very important to the
Ghanaian culture. The music consists of drumming, dancing and
singing.
"All three elements are important to their form of music." said
Allen Franklin Todd II. a graduate
student from San Jose. Calif.
"Without one you can't have the
other and you'll never see one without the other."
Todd said he fit In easily
because they welcomed him "with

open arms.
"I met a lot of friends that I will
keep in touch with." he said.
The communities are very tight
knit and self sufficient. Some people want to go on to school, but
many take on the family business,
whether It be a carpenter, dancer
or musician.
Rebecca Green, an assistant
professor in the school of art. was
the second faculty member who
traveled with the group.
She
teaches African and non-western
art at the University.
While studying In Ghana, the
students stayed at the Dagbe Cultural Institute and Arts Center in
the village of Kopeyla. The Institute is run operated by the Agbrll
family. Green said.
A group of the students spent a
day traveling to Elmina and Cape
Coast while they were in Ghana.
Elmina and Cape Coast are two of
the most famous castles, or forts,
where slaves were deported from.
Green said.
"I think It Is a really Important
part of history that people need to
see." Green said.
The students were also given
the opportunity to attend a funeral
celebration.
"It really Is a celebration
because of all of the music and
dancing." Green said.
There are many ethnic groups
located In Ghana. For Instance,
the Asante are a group who are
famous for the Kente cloth. Greene
said. This African textile is very
popular in the United States and is
noticeable because of their bright
colors, she said.
The students also had the
opportunity to see wood carvers.
Wood statues, masks and stools
are very important to the culture of
the people.
The stools are used for political, religious and everyday reasons." Green said.
The buildings in the cities are
done In many bright colors.
"Everything Is much more
Intense." Green said.

KATZNER
Continued from page one.
years, and is dedicated to contributing more to the University.
"I was eligible for the early
retirement program." he said.
"However, that thought never
crossed my mind."
Steven Richardson, associate
provost for undergraduate affairs,
has worked with Katzner for the

last year. The provost office works
as a team, he said, and he has
enjoyed working with Katzner.
"He has done some really wonderful things to advance the graduate college." Richardson said.
"He's been great to work with."
Steven Ballard from the University of Maine will succeed Katzner
in Jury.

Just readin'

ytw

opening in the fall. Two kitchens
were also Installed in MacDonald
East and Harshman Quadrangle.
The kitchens will have stoves,
refrigerators and counters where
students can cook." Beatty said.
Over the summer the entire
Interior of Founders Hall will be
painted.
Sorority members will come
back in the fall to find the houses
painted, newly carpeted and newly
furnished. There will also be the
installation of new security systems with security access phones.

The phones will enable visitors
to call In the house to open the
door so students don't have to prop
the doors and risk their safety.
Beatty said.
Tm really big on student
Input." Beatty said. "Students
have a bigger sense of what's necessary more than I do."
A Personal Entry Device (PED)
security system will be Installed in
Offenhauer. MacDonald. Rodgers
and Kohl are the only residence
halls without the PED security system.
"Our goal Is to eventually run all
of the residence hall off of the PED

Erin Niese, a sophomore University student reads a book for enjoyment during the warm weather recently.

Schedel Foundation directorship
a 'natural' move for retired prof

□ Retired biology professor Reg Noble helps
preserve natural plant
life in his new directorship at the Schedel
Foundation.
By JENNY GERKEN
The BC News

Usually when people retire, they
stay home and take it easy. But
one University professor chose to
take on some very big responsibilities.
Reg Noble, professor emeritus of
biology, was recently named executive director of the Schedel Foundation. The foundation has supported a 26-acre site in Elmore.
Ohio since 1963. Included on this

system." Beatty said.
The 5.2 percent increase in
tuition has affected the funds for
Improvements, according to Beatty. One percent of the money will
be used for improvements for the
residence halls and buildings on
campus.
"As a result of the I percent we
are now able to do a lot of the
smaller projects that we didn't
have funds for before." Beatty said.
"I want us to work as hard as we
can to Improve the physical condition of the buildings."

w£*
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site is a 100-year-old mansion, but
the real focus is the arboretum
and gardens.
The goal of the foundation is to
protect and preserve the natural
plant life of the area, some of
which had been considered
extinct. The non-profit organization also contributes to other charitable causes and has sponsored
scholarships at the University.
"I've been very impressed wllh
the foundation's management of
the arboretum and gardens." Noble
said. "I was pleased and honored
to be asked to be a part of It."
Noble said since taking the Job
of executive director ar.d vice-president of the foundation's board of
trustees, he has had to cut back

BGSU
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Watches
Window Stickers
Checkbook Covers
ID Covers
Pennants

Pencils
Banks
Windbreakers
Jackets
Squeeze Bottles

Get
10% off
any one BGSU Item

Reg Noble
director, Schedel Foundation
He said that many articles and
books were published on the findings of the research project. His
personal favorite part of the project
was the Siberian Arctic expedition.
Noble said the research led to
articles which in turn led to a symposium.
As for the foundation. Noble
said its mission Is to increase the
quality of life in the area.
The gardens are open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. and
guided toufs can be arranged for
interested groups. For more information, call (419) 862-3182.
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Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

A

(Or apply in person at
500 8. Reynolds Rd., Toledo)

An FDX Company
560 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Call Today!

Expires 7/31/98

531 Ridge Street Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419) 352- 8333
Across from Mac West
i

"/ was pleased and
honored to be asked to
be a part of it."

Don't Waste Your Time Working
For Minimum Wage
RPS, Inc. Is hiring part-time package handlers
to load and unload trucks.

WELCOME!
Pre - Reg. Students & Parents
Collegiate Connection

on his international research. He
Is currently studying the effects of
global climate change on forest
ecosystems In the Baltic nations.
Poland. Sweden and Finland.
Noble had been involved in a
U.S./U.S.S.R. bilateral project on
environmental protection. In 1982,
Noble took over as the U.S. project
leader on forestry components.
The treaty-level agreement lasted
until the breakup of the Soviet
Union when a treaty was no longer
necessary.
The accomplishments of the
project arc too numerous to mention." Noble said.
The project had four main areas
of research: the effects of air pollution on forests, environmental
information management, conservation of biodiversity and the
effects of global climate change on
forests.

Looking For A Part-Time Job?

Read the BG News daily !!! We
Offer:

T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hats
Coffee Mugs
Jewelry
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Store owners
stock up for
Y
holiday weekend
o With Fourth of July weekend
coming, stores are planning on
selling lots of favorite holiday
foods.
By JENNY GERKEN
The BG News
The burgers are on the grill, the
potato salad Is ready and the beer
is chilling in the refrigerator.
With picnic season in full swing
and temperatures soaring, grocery
stores have a tough time keeping
up with demands. Now. with Independence Day this weekend, the
stores are getting ready by stocking items which sold well in previous years.
Charles Valentine. Kroger comanager, said charcoal, ice and
paper products such as napkins
and plates are the biggest selling
non-food items. Hamburger and
hot dog sales keep the meat
department busy and fried chicken
and potato salad sell quickly from
the deU. Salty snacks like chips
and pretzels are hot items as well.
But the biggest seller is beer and
soft drinks. Valentine said.
Churchill's manager Doug Bortz
agreed with Valentine that alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks sell.
"We sell a lot more pop but the

percentage of beer and wine sales
go up too.' Bortz said. "Beer especially when it's hot."
Bortz added the dell is always at
full volume this time of year, and
macaroni and potato salads are
always being restocked. Steaks,
watermelon, fruit and corn also
are very popular.
In addition. Bortz said over the
July Fourth weekend they sell
twice as much ice as they do in a
normal weekend.
Pat Nowak. director of public
relations for Food Town, said that
the stores really get busy this time
of year. She said that the upcoming holiday weekend is usually the
biggest picnic time.
Nowak said like most other
stores the deli is busy. She
explained the deli is a good place to
pick up everything for a picnic,
from fried chicken and deli meats
to potato salad and baked beans.
All three stores will be open on
the Fourth of July. Churchill's
and Kroger's will be open regular
hours while Food Town will close Eric Frei, 22, lights a firework, Tuesday. Frei is starting early on his Fourth of July celebration.
early at 7 p.m.

BG News Photo by Scott Fauber

New ingredients may make AIDS cocktail easier to swallow
The Associated Press
Geneva—Two new drugs may
soon offer HIV-infected people the
first easy-to-take alternative to
protease inhibitors, the landmark
medicines that made AIDS a treatable disease.
The results of large-scale testing
of these medicines were released
Monday at the 12th World AIDS
Conference. They showed that
both appear to be about as effective as protease inhibitors, which
have been the key ingredient of the
so-called AIDS cocktail until now.
However, the new drugs require

taking far fewer pills than the standard mix. and they may help those
who fail to respond to protease
inhibitors and suffer bad side
effects.
The two drugs are DuPont Pharmaceuticals' Sustiva and Glaxo
Wellcome's Ziagen. Sustiva is
known genetically as efavlrenz and
Ziagen as abacavir. Both companies have asked the U.S. Food and
Drug Administrations for approval
to sell the drugs, based on the data
presented at this week's meeting.
The drugs will be given in combination with two older AIDS medicines, like protease inhibitors.

Taken early in infection, the protease inhibitor combinations keep
people from getting sick. When
given to people whose body's are
already ravaged by the virus, they
often produce dramatic turnarounds.
Their biggest drawback for
many is the requirement of taking
as many as 20 pills on a precise
schedule throughout the day.
Some doctors are reluctant to prescribe them to people who are not
motivated to take them on schedule, because missing even a few
pills allows mutant viruses to
evolve that are completely impervi-
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University
Bookstore
(In the Student Services Building) conveniently located on campus

USED & NEW
TEXTBOOKS

MATCH POINT

Special Order Book Service
Children's Books
Best Sellers
Paperbacks
Computer Software & Supplies
Magazines
Calculators

When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

e

Art & School Supplies
Film & Developing
Greeting Cards
Health & Beauty Aids

2 BEDROOM
CONTEMPORARY
APARTMENT.
2 CAR GARAGE,
WOOD DECK,
EXTRA STORAGE, A/C.
DELUXE HOUSING.
702 FOURTH STREET #D
fg>
AVAILABLE
tea
NOW.

Gifts

Regular Store and
Orientation / Registration
Hours:
7:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
Closed Saturday

Phone: 372-2851

MasterCard

for more Information,
please call 352-5620
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aster, elk sedge, lupine and other
plant life. In another 10 years, vegetation may be 10 times as diverse
as it was in 1988.
"We've had an army of scientists that have traipsed through
here looking for an ecological
downside, so to speak. But they
haven't found it." said biologist
John Varley. who directs the Yellowstone Center for Resources.
'This place was recharged," he
said. "It went through a rebirth
that will assure that Yellowstone
will look much as it has in the last
200 to 300 years for the next 200
to 300 years

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL
PARK. Wyo. - When YeUowstonc
burned 10 years ago. the nation
grieved. Would the oldest national
park ever be the same?
In the hot. long summer of
1988, 10 fires blackened I million
acres of timber, meadow, sage and
grassland, a tenth of the greater
Yellowstone area. The biggest firefighling effort in U.S. history failed
to stop the flames — only nature
could do that with rain and snow
three months later.
Smokey Bear taught that only
you can prevent forest fires. The
summer of 1988 taught that someSummer storm clouds and the
times no one can prevent forest
lightning they bring are as much a
fires.
Today, bare trees still stand like fact of life in Yellowstone as
burned matchsticks waiting to be tourists at Old Faithful. They come
blown over, but Yellowstone has every year.
When storms swept across the
bounced back. Green saplings
sprout from the forest floor and lush meadows and mountains of
the volcanic soil bursts forth with Yellowstone in June 1988. the
a heavy growth of lodgepole pine. park was choked with vegetation

Large Selection of BGSU Clothing

BGSU Clothing

the evening.
The two drugs have not been
compared head to head. Only Sustiva has been directly compared to
standard protease inhibitor therapy
'Sustiva is particularly interest
ing because this is the first time
that a protease-free regimen looks
comparable." said Dr. Douglas
Richman of the University of California. San Diego.
In the Sustiva study. 450 HIVinfected people were randomly
assigned to take either Sustiva or
Crixivan. a standard protease

inhibitor. Both groups also got AZT
and 3TC, which are older, standard AIDS drugs. After 24 weeks,
virus levels in 69 percent of the
Sustiva patients fell below the
amount detectable with standard
tests, compared with 52 percent on
the protease inhibitor.
In the study of Ziagen. doctors
treated 173 people. Half got Ziagen
plus AZT and 3TC, while the rest
took AZT and 3TC alone. After 16
weeks, virus levels fell to undetectable levels in 75 percent on
Ziagen. compared with 35 percent
in the people on the two drug combination.

Ten years after fires, Yellowstone
National Park prospers
Associated Press
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ous to the drugs.
When
taking
protease
inhibitors, "you have to plan, you
have to be organized, and you have
to be disciplined. There is a need
for simpler treatments, ones that
patients can adhere to better." said
Dr. Schlomo Staszewski of Goethe
University in Frankfurt. Germany.
He was involved in testing both
new drugs.
Patients on three-drug combinations with Sustiva would take
five pills a day. one in the morning
and four in the evening. Those on a
Ziagen combination would take
three in the mornine and three in

NEWIPVE
Rentals

after decades of fire suppression. A
i e drought had left it dry
before the storms hit.
By then, park policy had
changed to allow lightning-caused
tins to burn as long as they didn't
threaten people or structures.
But instead of burning themselves out. as most naturally
occurring fires do. the fires of 1988
look off.
The first lightning fires began in
mid-June and were whipped by
strong wind. By mid-July, with
flames already consuming 8.600
acres and political pressure
mounting. Yellowstone officials
decided to fight any new fires.
Within a week, crews were fighting
them all.
"It was horrendous to all of us
who were sitting here watching it.
And it was horrendous to those
people who were sitting in their
apartments In New York watching
the very graphic fire coverage."
Varley said.

SUMMER • 1998
ANNOUNCING

Capital University's Summer Institute
in Science and Mathematics
Session II • July 21-August 17
We are still accepting applications for second term.
Orientation is July 20. 1998.
This summer program offers courses for college and university prcproreanonil stude.ns Each course is equivalent to Capitals regular 14-week
semester, hut offered in an accelerated formal Students benefit from small
> lav- lite, a student-centered approach and tutorial suppim. Call now for
more information concerning this fast-paced, exciting and intense summer
program

Course offerings for Session II include:
• Organic Chemistry I • General Chemistry II •
Organic Chemistry II • Organic Chemistry II Lab •
• Calculus II • Physics II •

CAPITAL

UNIVERSITY

I ni more information, call
Mrs Karla Davis. Co-Director, at
((■14)236-7115.

Visiiour Web sue
hllp7/www capital cdu/summcr/SSI/ssi him
Mami) " "" eqwlt ,VP""Mfi,M inuiluliim

Call now for more information.
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China vital to economic arowth of Japan

compiled from wire reports
J PIZZA

Family sues Caesar's pizza over food item
Erie. Pa — A 13-year-old boy says he bit into a slice of Little Caesars pizza in January 1997 and pulled a bloody adhesive bandage
Irom his mouth.
Richard Waldo Jr. and his parents have sued the Erie restaurant
for more than $30,000 for mental and emotional anguish.
The restaurant investigated the family's complaint last year and
determined that it had no merit, said store attorney Dale Huntley.
Only one employee was working on the date that the Waldo family
bought the pizza, and that employee wore no bandages and had no
cuts.
The Erie County Health Department also investigated the restaurant the next day and found it satisfactory. Huntley said.
The family's lawsuit said that the younger Waldo underwent three
blood tests in 1997 to determine if he had been exposed to hepatitis
or the HIV virus from the bloody bandage. The lawsuit said the tests
showed the boy to be free from those viruses, but the family worried
about the possible health problem for a year.
□ STRIKE

Kroger workers reject contract
Little Rock — Union members are delaying a strike at 35 Kroger Co.
grocery stores in Arkansas while discussing their strategy with national union leaders and talking about a settlement with store officials.
Kroger employees were continuing to work after the union asked
Kroger to return to the bargaining table, said Michael Keen, president
of the United Food and Commercial Workers Local 2008.
Kroger has not commented on negotiations but has said stores will
remain open if the 2.400 workers strike.
The rejected contract called for $1.20 increase in raises over the
next four years. Pay for part-time workers would top out at $7.75 over
three years, workers said.
Union officials said the company wanted to cut health-care and
pension benefits in a new contract.
J GENERAL MOTORS

CM workers vote on authorization of new
strike
DAYTON — Workers at two General Motors Corp. brake plants
whose walkout paralyzed the automaker's North American operations
two years ago began voting Tuesday on whether to authorize another
strike.
Workers voted behind closed doors at the United Auto Workers
Local 696 union hall following a meeting with union leaders.
CM worker Denny Medlin said he voted to authorize a strike
because CM has not held up his agreement on outsourcing and health
and safety issues.
"We don't like to do it. It's the last thing any of us wants to do." said
Medlin. of Waynesville. "But it appears it needs to be done."
If the strike authorization is approved, local union leaders would be
able to seek permission from the UAW international to go on strike if
necessary to settle the issues.
Meanwhile, more than 162.700 workers at CM plants across North
America remained temporarily laid off because of strikes at two GM
parts plants in Flint. Mich.
_l FIRES

Residents urged to leave as Florida continues
to burn
DAYTONA BEACH — Authorities urged residents in southern Volusia County to flee Monday, so home owners packed their vehicles with
belongings and watched from about a mile away as black smoke rose
up in the air.
Since Memorial Day. fires have burned about 237.000 acres—
mostly forest and scrubby swamp land—from one tip of Florida to
another. The fires have destroyed 78 houses and threatened several
subdivisions.
Fires have ravaged 80.000 acres in Volusia County. The flames
Ihreatened nearly 200 homes in one subdivision.

Shanghai. China — Answering
questions from callers on a radio
talk show, President Clinton said
Tuesday that China has been "a
force of stability" in Asia's financial
crisis. He said it was vital to
restore economic growth In Japan.
"We cannot see growth restored
in Asia unless it is restored in
Japan." Clinton told a Shanghai
businessman who was the show's
first caller.
I> was a fast-talking, animated
show with Clinton sitting at the
microphones of a radio studio talking to Chinese listeners through an
interpreter.
The questions ranged from the
economy to education to Clinton's
morning tour of the Shanghai
Library and the World Cup soccer
tournament. Clinton said the
world is experiencing an explosion
of information that is doubling the
store of knowledge every five years.
Clinton said students must
seek a balance between acquiring
knowledge and learning to be creative in their thoughts "in the
exploding information of the
world."
On the economy. Clinton said
China has played a responsible
role. "I believe that China has done
a very good Job in holding its currency stable and trying to be a
force of stability during the Southeast Asian crisis," Clinton said.
A student told Clinton that he
had a nice figure and asked him
how he kept up his energy. The
president replied that he plays golf
and works out on a stair climber
"because its quicker than running."

When asked who would win the
world cup. Clinton said. "It's hard
for me to predict, but I think the
Brazillians are pretty hard to beat."
He said soccer was becomming
increasingly popular in America
and that the World Cup was a
great way of bringing people
together as witnessed by the U.S.
match with Iran, a longtime adver-

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

MATCH POINT
When putting out a
campfire, drown the fire,
stir it and drown it again.

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E. Wahinpon Siren. Boding Green. Ohio

419 354-6036
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Jay-Mar Apia. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C, Gas heat. Start at
$485/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 tor a showing.

We'll take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.
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The Highlands - Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
From $410/mo. For more into, call
354-6036

Th* Homestead - Graduate
Housing One bedroom, furnished
A/C, on-sile laundry, soundproof
construction. Call 354-6036.
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after a morning roundtable discussion with opinion leaders about a
changing China. He was told that
democracy is growing, that

churches should cooperate with
the government and that parents
here worry about children getting
chubby on American fast-foods.
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"Formerly Burlington Air Express'

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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sary.
Clinton sat down at the microphones of Shanghai People's Radio

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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soclated PreSs pnoto
President Clinton shakes hands with7-year-oid Yang Ke during a sightseeing niting in Shanghai, China
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Bonus Available
Details At Time Of Application

Day and Night Sorters
At Our Toledo-Hub.
This position is part-time. Responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, loading, unloading, sorting, stacking, weighing, and
transporting freight through the HUB system. Those qualified for
this position must be able to lift up to 70 pounds on a consistent
basis, and possess a valid driver's license with a safe driving
record. Previous package handling experience is a plus.
►> $8.32 - $8.50 Per Hour
•f Major Medical, Life and Dental Benefits
►>- Educational Assistance
■)- Paid Holidays and Vacations
•> Must Possess a High School Diploma or Equivalent
4- Pre-Employment Drug Testing

Hard Workers Encouraged To Apply!!
Immediate Openings On The Night Shift!!
Apply between the hours of 8:30am - 4 pm or 11:30 pm - 2:00am,
Monday thru Friday. We are located behind the
Toledo Express Airport off of 20A at:

BAX

GLOBAL

One Air Cargo Pkwy. E. • Swanton, OH 43558 • (419) 867-9911
M/F/D/V, EOE
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SPORTS

Clark resigns as head women's basketball coach
□ Clark resigned to
accept a four-year contract with the University
of Dayton.
By BRIAN BUSCHOR
The BG News

BG's head women's basketball
coach. Jaci Clark, resigned June
22. to accept the head coaching

position at the University of Dayton.
Clark leaves BG after seven
years as head coach. Clark compiled a record of 135-65 (.675).
including a 92-32 mark (.742) in
MAC play as the head coach of the
Falcons.
Accompanying Clark to Dayton
will be her two assistants from IK'..
Both Ellen McGrew and Tammy
Shain will leave to go to Dayton
after seven seasons and four sea-

|.u i Clark

sons, respectively, under Clark.
Clark and the
University of Dayton agreed to a
four-year contact.
No other details
were disclosed.
The . athletic
department
is
pleased
with
Clark's tenure at

the University.

The BGSU Department of Athletics, along with the entire Unlvei
sity community, is grateful I"
Coach Clark and her stall tor Iheir
years of service." Dr. Ron Zwiir
lein. director of athletics,
Although Clark is sad to leave
Bowling Green, she is happy with
the road ahead of her.
"I feel very fortunate to have had
the opportunity to be a' part of the
coaching staff at Bowling Green
State University." Clark said. "I am

happy with the opportunity in
front of me a) the University ol
Dayton."

As of now. the team has no our
representing the University foi
recruiting purposes
"Since everybody has left, our
first major concern is replacing the
head coach, because right now we
have no one at the helm.' Zwtc rlcin
said. "When you have had a sue
cessful program such as HG'S. it
doesn't take long to accumulate a

list ol qualified people for the job."
In I larks last season as coach.
she set high standards for IncomK lies to try and match.
Last year, Clark was a finalist
for the 1998 Women's Basketball
(iiaches Association (WBCA)
i oa< h of the year. She also led the
Falcons to a 21-8 record and an
apperance in the Women's National Invitation Tournament, which
earned her WBCA District 4 Coach
(il the Year honors.

Bird inducted in NBA Hall of Fame
77>e Associated Press

□ GOLF OUTING

Classified Staff golf outing rescheduled
Due to bad weather on June 26. Forest Creason Golf Club will
now be hosting the Classified Staff Scholarship Golf Scramble on
Friday. July 17. Tee times will still be between 11:30 a.m. and 2:3C
p.m.
The scramble will consist of nine holes and will be played in
groups of four. The Classified Staff will accept a maximum of 24
foursomes for the tournament.
The cost per golfer is SI5. and golfers who do not sign up within
a foursome will be matched up with others to complete a group.
Prizes will be awarded to winners in both the scramble and the
three-hole putting contest, which will take place on the practice
green during the scramble. The entry fee for the contest is S5.
This year, sponsors are sought for each hole of the event. A placard will be placed at each sponsored tee box to acknowledge and
thank the sponsor. The cost to sponsor a hole is S25. and the entire
amount will go directly to the scholarship endowment.
To inquire about the event, volunteer, or register for the scramble, call Mcagon Shaffer at 372-8734.
□ NBA GOLFING

Daniels traded to Spurs
A trade made on NBA draft day sent former BG All-star Antonio
Daniels from the Vancouver Grizzlies to the San Antonio Spurs.
The Spurs drafted St. Johns guard Felipe Lopez with the 24th
pick in the first round of the NBA Draft, then traded his rights along
with power-forward Carl Herrera to Vancouver in exchange for
guard Antonio Daniels.
Daniels graduated from Bowling Green In 1997. He is second alltime in scoring for the Falcons.
Daniels was also the second highest draft pick ever for a MAC
school in the MAC'S history.
Q WORLD CUP

Sampson quits as U.S. soccer coach
Steve Sampson is out as U.S. soccer coach, the victim of an 0-3
flop at the World Cup.
This was my decision, my desicion only." Sampson said early
Tuesday in Paris, before heading back to California.
Sampson, having discussed the situation with his family last
weekend in the Brittany seaside town of Pornic. met Monday with
U.S. Soccer Federation president Alan Rothcnberg and told him he
was leaving.
"My mind was made up when 1 met with him." Sampson said. "I
felt it was best I reacquainted myself with my family and allow Alan
Rothenberg the freedom to select someone else that could give this
national team a fresh start."

$2000 Tuition
Reimbursement

For 12 seasons during the Larry
Bird era. Boston Garden was sold
out for every game as he treated
fans to clutch shots and eye-open
ing passes.
In more than 12.000 games.
Marques Haynes of the Harlem
Globetrotters and Harlem Magiclans dazzled crowds in 106 countries with his dribbling and showmanship.
Entertainers of different eras.
Bird and Haynes were named to
basketball's Hall of Fame on Monday, along with one player. Arnie
Risen, and coaches Alex Hannum.
Jody Conradt and Aleksander
Nikollc. Bird was elected in his first
year of eligibility, having been
retired for five years. Haynes. who
graduated from college 33 years
before Bird, was named in the first
year he was nominated.
Both had a knack for thrilling
fans and winning games.
"I don't think there's anybody
who didn't admire what he (Bird)
did." said Conradt. who will begin
her 23rd season at Texas as the
winningest women's coach in history. "You can't love the game of
basketball and not love the way he
played the game with passion and
intensity and success."
He took Indiana State to the
1979 NCAA finals, then led the
NBA into an era of unprecedented
popularity and the Boston Celt us
to three NBA titles in a 13-year
career filled with awards, but cut
short by back problems.
He was rookie of the year in
1980. a two-time finals MVP.
three-time regular-season MVP
and 12-time All-Star.
Need a steal? He had more than
any Celtics player since the statistics was first kept in 1973-74. A
game-winning shot? Bird had
plenty of those, too. And with the
Indiana Pacers, he was coach of
the year last season.
He seemed to take it all in
stride. Just as he reacted calmly to
his widely anticipated election. He
and Risen bring to 25 the number
of Celtics elected to basketball's
shrine in Springfield. Mass.
The Pacers released a statement
in which Bird called his election "a

Photo by Associated Press
Pacer's head coach Larry Bird instructs Al Harrington, Monday.

great honor." He said he hoped his
teammates and coaches from high
school. college and the pros all

share in it
This is as much a learn accomplishmenl as an individual at i,m

pllshment." his statement said. He
planned a news conference for
today in Indianapolis.
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Management Inc.
830 Fourth St. (Willow Hosts)
Close to campm Starts ,ii

For: Campus Events.
Lost/Found.
]
Personals. Help Wanted. <
For Sale. Forfterrt

$375/mo + elcc/gas.
I or more into call 353-5800.

rorSale: v-tM*.»«»v^M

Management Inc.
Studio Apis. 215 K. Poe Kcl.
(Evergreen Apts.l Laundry on
site. One person siarts at
$230/mo ulils are included
For more into call 353-5800.

United Parcel Service
:

United Parcel Service
ortane 500 company that is
considered in the industry the leader in package distribution.
We are currently looking Tor permanent part-time employees
who are interested in working from j to 5 hours per day.

I bdrtn 215 K. Poe Kd.
(Evergreen Apts.l Vcr> spacious,
laundry on sile. Rent starts
at S340/mo + elec.
For more info call 353-5800.

WE OFFER:

■ .ellent entry level
• Full time benefits
pay of 18.50/19.50
for part time work!
per hour, and can
« Advancement
earn up to
SK
opportunities!
tUMSItUMS
Holidays and
per hour with
weekends off/
progression'
If you're interested in staying in shape. Join us and work out whleyou work
•

Management Inc.

mvsn-6820

•Mu.to.abH to ptrforn flu "Ewtntld Job Function-

UPS e an Eojri Opportunitu Enftoyw

Management Inc.
For a complete 1998/99
listing slop by our office,
1045 N. Main,
or call 353-5800
www.wcnet.org/~MECCA

Management Inc.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is Running Out On These Apartments...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor
• Frazee
• Buff
• Mercer Manor
...Get Them
While They Last!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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& ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment Editor
Eric Kuebler
372-2603

Eddie Murphy does little for 'Dr. Dolittle'

Girls against
Boys changes
sound, not lyrics

□ The animals make
the new 20th Century
Fox movie, despite
Eddie Murphy's humor.
By BRIAN BUSCHOR
The BG News

"Dr. Dolittle" opened this past
weekend and Eddie Murphy's usually funny character was outdone
by wisecracking animals voiced
from an array of famous actors.
The movie opens with Dolittle
(Murphy) talking to his pet dog
about why dogs sniff each others
butts. Dolittle's dad sends his dog
away, and Dolittle vows never to
talk to animals again.
The movie jumps to present day
where Dolittle is now a renowned
human physician, living a normal
life with a wife and two daughters.
A big-bucks HMO Is trying to
buy Dolittle's human practice Just
as he rediscovers his childhood gift
for talking with critters.
Dolittle's first rediscovery of the
gift happens when he almost runs
over a dog In the middle of the
road. When he pulls off to the side
of the road the dog runs off and
yells "bonehead" back at Dolittle.
He later finds the same dog and
decides to adopt him after they

agree on a name for him. The dog
suggests helpfully: "A little girl
once called me. 'Please Mommy,
not hlml'" They finally agree on
Lucky (voice done by Norm Macdonald).
When Dolittle taked his family
on a weekend get away, his "gift"
becomes more of a nuisance.
An owl (voice done by Jenna Elfman 11) harm a and Creel), who has
come to realize Dolittle's gift, asks
him to fix her wing which has a
stick stuck Into Its side. The gracious owl then tells all of her forest
friends about a doctor who can
talk to the animals and help them
with their ailments.
The ailment fixing doctor is then
hurled into a world of talking animals.
What made this movie special
was the animals.
It took 240 or so animals. 40
species in all. to bring this film to
life, but it was director Betty
Thomas' job to make it look like
the animals were talking.
Actual facial expressions were
required from all of the creatures.
The trainers taught the animals to
move themselves. Only the tiger
and pigeons could not move their
mouths themselves.
The mouth motions were then,
superimposed onto the animals
faces to match the expressions of

□ Ferocious guitars can
be heard in the group's
new album
Freak*on*ica.
By TINA BELL
The BG News

Photo provided
Dr. Dolittle tries to help a monkey overcome his alcohol problem

the actors voices. This was done by
computer-aided animatronics. A
few of the characters were created
on computer.
The rats were completely computer-animated from the neck up
when they talked, and the owl had
a computer-generated head.

Although the animals In the
movie definitely made the movie
what it was. it may have also been
what dragged the movie down.
Murphy, normally an ace comedian, had to play second to the animals around him. He stands
around most of the movie listening

to the animals making smart
remarks, but he's never allowed to
get crazy himself.
Although most were Just voices,
the movie was packed with famous
actors and in a movie like this,
great comics need breathing room
and I think it was forgotten.

Cop/robber romance sexy, unbelievable tale of crime

□ Clooney and Lopez
fall short in all aspects
of their new movie
"Out of Sight."
By Richard Edwards
The BG News

The model image of what a man
and a women should look like carries a lot of weight these days, but
beauty and sleek sex appeal make
Universal Pictures' "Out of Sight" a
cop lust robber story that only
runs skin deep.

x

A one-night-stand of a romance
gets started during a prison break
as notorious bank robber Jack
Foley (George Clooney) forces Federal Marshall Karen Sisco (Jennifer
Lopez) into the trunk of a get away
car and climbs in after her. Foley's
partner drives the car to freedom
past numerous prison guards that
are occupied with other escapees.
Lust is mixed with exhaust
fumes as Foley and Sisco hit it off
in their dark and cramped accommodations. The Marshall does not
kick, scream or bite, but Instead
looks pretty and chats about old
movies and fun times with her cap-

tor. She does manage to slip away,
but after their short ride together
they cannot stop thinking about
each other—the film's lusty
romance is born.
The sexy Sisco. the most prominent thing on Foley's mind, but no
good escaped felon would be complete without one last scheme to
hit it big and live happily ever after.
At times. Clooney and Lopez do
have a chemistry that make their
lust for one another look good, but
there are many untied ends in this
film. The robber seems to find
clean, fitting suits at every turn

while the federal marshal), who
wants to be taken seriously as an
officer, risks her career repeatedly
for someone she met at gunpoint.
Director Steven Soderbergh
manages to make this movie entertaining by flashing the audience
with an ever moving story. He
catches the stars in still framed
moments, like "Goodfellows" then
moves them quickly form scene to
scene. There Is an easily likable
feel to the style of this movie. The
plot is twisted around, and the
story moves from present to past
and back again smoothly, conjuring up a "Pulp Fiction" like quality.

The supporting cast Including
Ving Rhames. Steve Zahn and
Albert Brooks gave entertaining
performances. Rhames. playing
the robber's Jail break buddy, is
loyal, smart and tough—everything
a good sidekick should be.
This movie, from the producers
of "Get Shorty" does not have
sophisticated dialogue like "Pulp
Fiction" or the wit of "Get Shorty"—
some films that could be considered akin to it. It creates a flash
feel by playing on sleek curves in
plot and brushes against dark
humor while being undeniably eye
dazzling to look at.

his knowledge), disguising herself
in his battle-armor and riding off
to war. So begins the plot.
Mulan Joins a group of boarish
men in basic-training. She's a poor
soldier at first, but after learning to
use her brains. Mulan excels to the
top of the class. On the battlefield,
her wit means an important victory for her regiment.
It's a running focus of the film:
that while her fellow, male soldiers
have brawn. Mulan has brains.
The message Is clear enough,
but frequent repetitions tend to
water It down. Take for instance a
scene near the end in which Mulan
convinces her fellow soldiers to
dress in drag (as concubines) to
distract Mongolian guards.
Unnecessary to the plot, the
scene works only as a sight gag.
But It's supposed to reinforce a
theme: men using thelr/feminine
sides to overcome adversity.
Through Instances such as
these, the film oversimplifies gender issues, at times reducing them
to old, black and white notions of
witty woman versus muscle-bound
men. Aren't these the stereotypes
we've been trying to avoid?
Written by a group of more than

ten Disney writers. "Mulan" seems
to be a product of Its times, of
women's lib. and of "girl-power."
rather than the result of any particular artistic vision. It stands as
a collaboration of stale, political
correctness.
That being said, there are still
reasons to enjoy "Mulan." The animation is stunning, the colors
crisp, and every detail carefully
placed. No review would be complete without mention of the
breath-taking battle sequence in
which the Hun army spills over the
crest of a snow-covered mountain.
Actually, the scene looks better
than real life.
Eddie Murphy, as the voice of
Mushu (Mulan's cute, lizard sidekick), provides another of the film's
bright spots. Murphy is certainly
funny, his performance rivaling, if
not topping. Robin Williams' wild
portrayal of the genie in Aladdin.
Overall. I can't recommend
"Mulan." Although the film ends on
a spirited, uplifting note, it doesn't
offer much to think about afterward. Maybe I'm asking too much.
But if Disney's looking to attract
an older audience, it'll have to offer
more than nice animation.

Giri power' dominant theme in Disney's v Mulan'

l^
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□ Despite good animation, Disney's movie
"Mulan" takes the 'girl
power' theme too far.
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Disney's "Mulan" opened last weekend. It is a story of a young girl's
fight to save her country, in place of her father. Disguising herself as a
man, Mulan must overcome many obstacles on her journey. Along the
way, she teams up with a lizard-like dragon who is sent to help her
succeed.

Any questions? E-mail us at:
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu
—————— —Clip N Save- — — — — —

Howard's Club H

1

91 and ovar
21
Mon-Sat 2 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Sun 5 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.

Thursday
SLEDGE

Stffi^tt1e^xplosf9fv*,%»,

Friday

r "fit
98

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

4

10
9
RIZZO
LETHARGIC ID

PAPER
PLATE
11
RIZZO

Bud Lights

TUESDAYS: $3.50 Howards's Glass Special
WEDNESDAYS : $2 & $3 Pitcher Specials

NOW 21 + OVER

1515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's

For only $35.00 you will receive admission
into Sea World and Geauga Lake
Amusement Park and round trip
transportation.

July 12,1998
Depart from the Union parking lot at 8 a.m. and return at midnight
Sign up in the Office of Student Activities no later than 5 p.m.
July 7,1998. Cash, Check. Bursar, and MC/Visa are accepted.

Pool • Video Games • Ping Pong • Pinball

£<,

*•**&
-'*»

Presents:

Saturday

RICH
MICHEAL
BAND

MONDAYS: $1.50 16 oz.

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

352-9951

3

2

Disney's latest animated feature. "Mulan." Is both humorous
and beautiful, yet, also marks an
attempt by Disney to attract an
older, more mature audience.
The results are somewhat
mixed, as the film walks a thin line
between being a "serious drama
and being a terribly cliched. 1990s
manual on "girl-power."
Based on a 5th century Chinese
legend, the film follows Mulan. a
young woman whose peers and
family shun her because she is
both disobedient (she speaks out
against her father in public) and
unable to attract a husband.
When the Huns Invade. Mulan's
elderly father, who can barely walk
without his cane, is summoned to
serve in the Chinese army. He's
prepared to fight and die in honor,
but Mulan takes his place (without

^use»ent Park Trip

JULY

210 N. Main

By SCOTT FAUBER
The BG News

REM did It. Luscious Jackson
did it. anJ now Girls against Boys
has done it. changing their sound
in
their
newest
album.
Freak'on'ica. They departed from
their former, more organic sound
to achieve a more ferocious sounding mixture of beat and frantic guitar melodies.
What hasn't changed is the level
of their lyrics. The words are Just
as biting as ever, with the same
vein of cynicism pulsing through
every song.
Girls against Boys began in the
late eighties, producing the quality
of music that helped begin the
"alternative" trend. Despite the
group's age. Girls against Boys has
been relatively unknown.
Now it seems like Girls against
Boys is enjoying a healthier dose of
the spotlight.
Freak'on'ica is a mixture of violent guitar and fierce drums,
accentuating a raspy, bitter quality
of vocals. The first track. "Park
Avenue," has a jaded feel to it. vyith
lyrics like "you got the access, treat
me like I don't exist."
"Park Avenue" has had the most
radio play from Freak'on'ica and
it's easy to understand why—Its
lyrics being radio friendly, and easier to decipher than some of the
album's other sones.
Other songs, sucn as "Vogue
Thing" have a hint of disco in the
beat, lending to the arrogantly
sophisticated quality of the lyrics.
Freak'on'ica Is loaded with
heavy beat tracks matched with
the sound of dark guitar, producing a sound that seems a lot like
earlier cold-wave industrial groups
like Hate Department and
Machines of Loving Grace.
The
one
drawback
to
Freak'on'ica are its many vocal
filters. The treated vocals sound
great, but the filters make some of
the lyrics almost inlelligable.
For the most part. Freak'on'ica
is a decent album: one that won't
produce embarrassment and condmemnation to the used CD section.
a place reserved for older copies of
Spin Doctors and Celine Dion.
As far as mood music goes, it
isn't Barry White, but it is more
lhan adequate In the energy
department, making it an appropriate choice for both parties and
highway navigation.
But this album isn't for the
meek of heart, rest assured this is
much harder than any Sublime
album, with twice the unrequited
angst. But Girls against Boys is
not to be confused with Nine Inch
Nails—the social commentary on
this album Is more mature than
any of the lyrics in "Closer."
In terms of change, it's not that
Girls against Boys has changed for
better or worse, rather, Just
changed.
Some will like the newer sound,
some won't. Their risk is admirable
if, in a time where groups like
Prodigy enjoy popularity, it can be
considered a risk at all.

For more information coniaci (he Office of Student Activities 372-2343.

.Clip N Save-.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
washer and dryer in each building
range, refrigerator
new dishwashers
new microwaves
gas heat, electric air
individual electric meter

"Call-Well meet you there."

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees
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Roommate needed Aug 96 ■ May 99. 3 bedroom lownhouse $200 month plus utikbes.
Call 3530377

Classified

SuWeaset needed lor 1 bdrrn. apt August
through December. Close to campus & down
town CallAnne@353 3167

372-6977

Subleases - brand new apt
Frazee - SiB5/month.
Call Vtctona at 354 7007

Ads

Thr BC; Ne.* .til no) knovmgl) *vep« «Ml.rntMn.rr.i%
(hue JionmiAMC. at rmoorage diw-nniinaimn asiinti
dn> individual nc|nMtp ON the b*u> of r*c. ■«• ,,.h«
vrrrtl. Tlijiim ruirwui ongin. v\\>»\ anenUHoit. OnJO.IH- .uitn J. | >eienn «* on i(w haMi ol Un> inner
kjull* pfutcvitxJ ttMuv
rnr K> Hem\ re tenet Ine r»K.ht m dn'hnr. di.tomir.uc
i* re.ite **> dd*<rtitenient vudi H *u*« round to tw
dcUnuiioo lacking in Ixitul tw««. mtvteadmg or f*Ke
in ruiair All 4.1-cflixrnf nn ire turned to editing and
approval

Firs! Jump Skydiving Lessons
Only lOminulesfromBGSUcampus
VrMC accepted Skyrjive BG 352 5200
FREE CASH GRNATSII
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical Ocls.
Never Repay Toll Free I 800-218-9000 Exl.
G-2078.
We specialize in student travel
Campua World Travel
Now Open 352-7889

PERSONALS
Pasta Pasta Pasta
Al You Can Eat Pasta Bullet
Mondays 5-9 S6 95
Kaufman's at the Lodge

$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time
Al Home. Toll ft— (1) 800-218-9000
EitT-2076 tor Listings
SlOOO'a POSSIBLE TYPINGPart Time Al
Home. To" Free <1> 800-218-9000 Ext. T-2076
lor Listings.

2nd Shilt local manufacturer seeks production
workers. 3pm-2am Monday-Thursday
$6 50/hr plus attendance bonus Looking lor
steady employment and a great place to work?
This is your opportunity. Apply m person at Sun
Seed Co 20584 Long Judson Rd. Weston OH

FOR SALE

Macllfx
20 MB RAM. 200 MB Hard Drive
Keyboard, Mouse
13" Color NEC Mom tor
24 bit Radius video card and
Ethernet network card
Perfect for word -processing
and internet use.
Price $500
Optional color scanner: $50
Optional 16 MB Days tar SCSI
accelerator: $200
Call (4 in) 891-1118, ask lor Said

Jeeps tor $100 - seized A sold locally this
month. Trucks. 4 x 4*s, etc. t-800-522-2730
ext 4558

Dancers 18 yrs or older
Thought of dancing, fry itl
Make big «$ while having fun
Toledo's best dub WiilTram.
FT/PT. Cal now419-476-96i5

1

nd

Star Kid (PG)
10:00
Mulan (G)
12:40 2:50 5:00 7:20 9:30
The Truman Show (PG)
12:30 2:55 5:10 7:30 9:50

The X-Files (PG-13)
1:15 4:00 7:05 9:40
•Doctor Dolittle (PG-13)
12:50 3:00 5:05 7:10 9:20
Movie Schedule Begins Wed.. July 1
* Sorry No Passes or Supersavers

Ncwhovc Realty Rentals
' 309High SI: treegosheal,
w<ikT& sewcr.
'702 Fourth SI.: Iwo car

garage.
* 545 Sixth SI.: Iwo lull brill i\

* 524 Sixth St.: firc gas heat.
water & sewer.
•700 Fifth St.: Iwo full baths.
Allarelwobcdroouvs.

* IMS.Mam
* 117 N. rtam
* 320 Hm SI #C free gas

Houses tor Rent: The following house* ire
for rent for 98-99 school year. All 12 mo.
leases, tenants pay all ulil. sec. dap., parental guarantee req., no pets.
1. 730 Elm 2 BR avail. 5/15*6. Rent
$5i0/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view
2. 217 S. College 3 BR house avail. 8/23/98
Rent $575vrno. collected quarterly Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view
3. 316 Ridge-Large ? BR house. Avail
5/20.*96. Rent $600'mo. collected quarterly.
Phone 353*5032 ask tenants to view
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises St 354 2854
Locally owned and managed.

John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. Wooster St.
Across From Taco Bell

(419)354-2260
FALL RENTALS
GREAT LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• Apartments In Houses
• Efficiencies
• One Bedrooms
• Two Bedrooms
• Furnished Or Unfurnished
Visit our office for an up to
date brochure. We will
show you our units with an
appointment. Please call
24 hours in advance for
your personal showing.

PURE
AND
SIMPLE
PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

In my book, SamB's,
my favorite Bti restaurant,
deserves star billing.

It's the besl place to eal /y
between Toledo & Columbus.
/". /./,.(,.«'.!./. H,

July 1,1998 8 p.m. 111 Olscamp Hall... Free!!!
For more information contact the Office of Student Activities 372-2343

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WDs. Your Area Toll Free 1-800 218 9000
E xl. A-2076 for current listings
Trek mountain bike 7000.
Aluminum frame 22". $400 OBO
Call 352 2535. Sieve

I td North Main ■ Howling (irccn

GREEN

SUMMER

AND

MUSICAL

THEATER

LOEWE'S

MY FAIR LADY
JULY 10-11. 17-18. AUGUST 28-29
ALL SHOWS 8 P.M.
KOBACKER HALL
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIV1RSITY

STEAK HOUSE

BOH

officiopan weekday*, noon tot p.m. For information. (41 •) 371-8171 or (100) S89-2224

IHHimiHIilll'liHli

/ V 5 /

Bowling Green

is: 2595

WELCOME INCOMING STUDENTS

PISHN€LLO*S
!-^203
N.Moin
^•■•^

FR

D €UV€RV

f

$ 00 Minimum
M
54.00

352-5166

Open Weekday/ 1 P.m. • lunch fri. • lal. • iun.

iiov

CHOOSE ANY 2

"A TRADITION IN BG"

• 7" 1 Item pizza
.
„«,_.
• 5 Huge Breadsticks
/»>
mn SiA
p R
• Small Sub
O N>**- » *?
•10 Wings
OR
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
n i &-*
• 6 Chicken Fingers
w / «P I

426 East Wooster • Bowling Green
352-4567 Call or Walk in Free Parking in Front or Rear j ■

Don't go ban
coking f OP a
to live next

FREE DELIVERY

IICs'

352-5166

203 N. MAIN
Not Valid Wim Any Olher Ofler • Expires 7/31/98 j

|Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKSl
aVe only u/e Me /inert ingredient/'.

RE Manageroenf sfill has
apartments available
BBJ

Campus Manor
317 N. Main
701 Fourth ST.
610 Eighth Street
315 N.Man St
«25 Third St

Student Union & Kreischer Dining
"^aa/.

it 1 Eighth St
313 N. Main
733 Manville
755 Manville
777Monville
138|,-N.Main

\nnmcr

t tpjl^lay s_'p<r<itln^ I lour*

'^x

Student Union I
airt
C^oiM
July 3 - Wll be a holiday.
July 4 - Cloaed July 5 - Ctoeed
Building will be dosed

\,^

113 Railroad St (next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Mon-Fri8-5 Sat 8-12

$2.50 Fare

\„.W

Kreischer

July 3 - Sundial Food Court closed
,
Shadows Snack Bar open from 7 30am -1 30pm, and 4 - 6 30pm
4

SAW "

July 4 - SunrJal Food Court dosed
Shadows Snack Bar open from 10am - 1.30pm, and 4 -6 30pm
July 5 - Sundial Food Court open from 4 - 6 30pm
.
Shadows Snack Bar open from 10am - 1 30pm
July 6 - Resume regular summer hours

Wi<

For Elderly. Disabled Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adull
Transil ID. Card Required*
-Available »l Gram's AJmini.ifrtlnt. OMee. ^4-r.^H
T
Discounl Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.

COMPLETE LISTIN(iF< Mi
IIMI)FR(iRAIXIATE.(ill\f)llATE

Rentals

80WLING

LERNER

$1.25 Fare

iNEWIPVEl

AIR
FORCE
ONE

ff

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age

VISII (XIR OFFICE FOR A

«<12^ (our only office)
§£=■/
352-5620

HARRISON FORD

Quiet 2 bdrrn apt available Jury 1st $525
month including all util and cable TV. Phone
352-1520

lacs, Chevyt, BMW's. Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WD's Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext A-2076 tor current listings.

163 Soulh Main Slrcel

Al arc one bedrooms.

NEW WEBSITE:
httpyAvwvv.newlovereoltu.corn
."S25 South riuin Street

AnUnbtttenbty
PowtrfutFUm!"

Millar. 1997. Living m Ihfl

heat wrikr & sewer.

AND PROFESSIONAL
IKXISINii! OR VISIT OUR

SlirnTner Exploslo^'-SB"

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadil-

ErvirurjntiW

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558,
•Armegeddon (PG-13)
12:20 3:30 7:0010:05

" One 6 bedroom apt. "
Rooms for male students

ISTABIIIMID

Cinemark Theatres
M°H

Pest control service man.
Part-time 12-I5hrs per week
Own transportation req. 352-5315

DID YOU KNOW?
Only about 10%
of the 72,000
chemicals in
common use
have been thoroughly screened
for toxicity.1

Sponsored by the
Center for
Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling
Program

=1 CINEMA 5

Part Dme production workers needed $6*hour
plus attendance bonus. 2S hours per week
6:30am-11:30am Apply in person at 20584
Long Judson Rd, Weston. OH

Camp Stall
Resident camp tor youth with diabetes. Work
one or two weeks, Aug. 2-22 Specialist A gen
eral paid start positions. Call 800-422-7946 or
614-486-7124.

Roommate needed
Non-smoker
Call 354-6462, leave name A number

Owner will share large furnished house in 8G.
Pre! graduate students, exchange students.
piofessors. Lg. bdrms. 2 wood burning fireplaces, laundry, kitchen, etc. Large wooded
property $250 irtcl. ulil 352-5523.

1 bedroom furnished
0-12 month lease
Call 354 9740 or 352 22i 4

Attention Siudenls
Earn extra money while receiving personal
satisfaction assisting- individuals with mental
disabilities Full -time/part- rime, and some
substitute positions available (all shifts). Benefits tor pan-.me and full-time include: tuition
reimbursement, paid vacation, paid holidays.
and paid sick time, and medical health insurance. If interested, please can the Human Resources Dept at (419)866-6500 Anne Grady
Corporation 1525 Eber Rd Holland OH
43528. EOC.

Companion needed. Developmental ly delayed adult male. Rec Center swims, walks,
conversation, etc. Must have eiperfence
with d.d. 5 hours s week. $6 sn hour. Call
352-7143.

WANTED

What are you
waiting for?
Join The News!

FOR RENT

Ofice cleaning evenings
10-12 hours per week
Own transp. req. Call 352 5622

* Cleaning help and
miscellaneous work needed
Call 353 0325

Caahlorcoiiaga.
Call ID" lre« 1 O0O-170-3MO Lai us reicarcft
lor you. DUB 10 tha over-whelming response.
pleaae allow 2-3 weeks lor delivery

Cook/Dishwasher
The Anne Grady Corporation it seeking a
Cook/Dietary Aide and dishwasher. Ideal applicant lor cook's position will have eipenence
preparing meals lor a large number ol people
and have knowledge of puree and ground
foods, and special diets No experience required lor dishwashing position. II interested,
please come to the Center lo complete an application.
Anne Grady Center. 1525 Eber Road. Hoiland. OH 43521. (419>866-6500. EOE.

Call 353 0325

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

M
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Children Ride FreeSodium Free • Chemical Free
• Natural HyrJrallon
■ Servicea ami aanMied Dairy
• NAM A Approved
• Opan 24 Houra

*4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Aduli
Ondren MUM Rule in Child Nr.ir.nni Sr ji. Provided
▼
Van w7 Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

SPECIAL

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

• 10" PIZZA

v on Mnliit.i) -

• SaM Sana B.Y.O.B.
• Ovar 100 Lacatlana

Service Area Bowling Green
Pl«*t- Irl driver know how
many perr-m- *|||
he riding

Wdirrmilt
Express

B.G.Taxi
352-0796
I I ".

Loofcforlhe little WatermKs aN ovai town.

BE

is; I

Tim MTVice i- financed in pan from
an operalina .i">-.un. r grant front
ODOTA FTA
.BGTaai infon-nalion i%
available in targe prim
and audto tape formal
upon requeti

0

Cheese & One Topping
■Plus-

• CHEEZY
BREAD
Limned Time Offer
No Coupon Necessary

">orco*

EfHI
353-0044
FREE DELIVERY

Summer Hours:
SUN-TKU 11:00 AM-12:00 MID
FRI » SAT 11:00 AM -1:00 AM

